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WEEK 1: Pencils

This week we focused on pencils, an object that is seemingly trivial in our everyday lives, but in

actuality holds rich stories in the way it was manufactured, as well as its contents that came

together to form its shape. Many things stood out to me during this week's lecture, namely how

graphene, despite being only a single layer of graphite, was stronger than a diamond. This is

only possible because although graphite and diamonds "are both made entirely of carbon...the

atoms are arranged differently in each material, giving them distinct properties such as

hardness, flexibility, and electrical conduction" (Big Think). Although graphene sheets are only

one atom thick, it can harden immediately when "sudden mechanical pressure hits it".



Graphene comes from graphite, and the process for it to become a graphite pencil is actually

relatively simple. In 1780, "it was discovered that the hardness of the graphite pencil lead could

be altered by mixing graphite with clay and firing it in a kiln" (National Pen). These pencils

create marks that can be easily erased, but is simultaneously "resistant to moisture, most

chemicals, ultraviolet radiation and natural aging" (Ceramics). I thought it was interesting how

nowadays, most people assume that pencils are made with lead. I decided to look further into

this misinterpretation and realized that this originated from one of the earliest writing utensils

used by the ancient Romans, the stylus, which was actually made out of lead. Its amazing how

such an ancient writing instrument became the precursor to misinterpreting the modern day

pencil.



One of the main facts that stood out to me during Thursday's lecture was on the conductivity of

graphite. Because graphite is a crystalline form of carbon, this makes it conductive because

carbon allows for the flow of electrons (Ceramics). This means that pencil marks can conduct

electricity with the aid of batteries and light bulbs. "The success of a circuit will depend on the

length, thickness, and amount of graphite on the paper" (KiwiCo). This means that the longer

the graphite path, the dimmer the light. "When the battery is placed on the graphite, energy

flows from the battery, along the graphite path, through the wires on the light bulb, continuing

back to the battery completing the circuit. (Green Kid Crafts)" This means that if any element of

the circuit is removed, such as the battery or the light bulb, the circuit will be broken and will no

longer work.

Interestingly enough, I had a really great time learning more about what seems like a mundane,

everyday object. Watching a video on how pencils were manufactured was really eye opening,

especially after learning how over 8 million trees are cut every year to create pencils, with a total

of over 13 million hectares of forests lost to deforestation, of which 42% of this was used for

manufacturing pencils (United Nations). Many efforts have been taken to try and create more

eco-friendly methods of creating these everyday utensils, such as using recycled paper waste or

recycled wood scraps. With these methods, less waste is created and less resources are used.
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WEEK 2: Bread
This week we baked bread, which I was really excited about because I'm really into baking

cakes. I've only made bread once before and it was Hokkaido Milk Bread, so the process was

very different from the no-knead method. I mixed flour, salt, yeast, and water together and left it

out overnight to rise.

The recommended time was around 12-15 hours, but I actually left it out for 16 hours because I

overslept. In the morning I took it out of the bowl and was really surprised at how light and airy

the dough had become.



I dusted it a bit with flour so that it wouldn't stick to the parchment paper and let it rise for

another 2 hours in the cast iron pot.

Although the original video didn't include this part, I decided to mix up some techniques after

reading different articles on the method. During the 2 hours, I folded the bread 3-4 times every



25-30 minutes as the recipe said it would give it a more irregular crumb structure which is

something I really like in bread. I'm actually not sure if this helped or not because the bread

ended up being a little denser than expected near the center, but the outer parts of the bread do

look more airy and open. I started preheating the oven with the pot inside (I took the dough out

around this time and let it sit on the table) at 500 degrees at around the 90-minute mark so there

would be enough time for the pot to heat up. While the dough was out I decided to try my hand

at making a design in the bread so I scored out a leaf pattern with a knife.

After 2 hours of final proofing, I baked the bread for 30 minutes with the lid, then another 15 with

the lid off. The bread turned out a little bit burnt on the edges of where the bread lifted but I'm

actually really proud of how it turned out! The crust is super crisp and the inside of the dough

smelled really nice. I ate it while it was warm and later toasted it and had it with olive oil, both of

which tasted super good. I think the only thing I would probably change in my process is not

cutting my designs in as deep because that's what caused it to spread out too much while

baking.



Bread is a food that has been made by hand for hundreds, even thousands of years. Before

instant yeast was invented, the most basic recipe for bread called for only wheat, water, and

salt. Using a process called wild yeast fermentation (aka sourdough), these three ingredients

are mixed together and left out overnight. The dough's exposure to air is what causes its rise in

the absence of yeast. Whole wheat flour is preferred over regular all purpose white flour as

wheat can last for decades. Natural yeast/sourdough start is a "living colony of healthy probiotic

bacteria...[which] grows and multiplies rapidly" (The Provident Prepper). Equal parts of water

and flour keeps the start alive and the colony's growth is hastened in a warm environment.
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WEEK 3: Fermentation
One of my favorite desserts growing up is a Chinese dessert called jiu niang (酒酿). Essentially,

it is sweet fermented rice and is often paired with mini glutinous rice balls. This dish is supposed

to "warm your insides" and improve blood flow and includes many health benefits as does

yogurt. If the fermentation is left in warmer temperatures to develop for several days, it will

actually turn into Chinese rice wine or rice vinegar. I actually tried my hand at creating this

myself because I was not able to get SCOBY in time. My mom used to make it all the time back

when I was young and the process is relatively simple.

The only two ingredients needed to create jiu niang is Chinese distiller's yeast and sweet rice.

First, the sweet rice needs to be soaked overnight and then steamed. While it is cooling, the

yeast ball should be crushed and mixed with some warm water. Using the same pot that the rice

was steamed in, the yeast mixture should be poured evenly throughout over the rice. A a hole

should be created in the center of the rice to be used as a method of measuring water levels

throughout the fermentation process. Once this is done, the pot must be covered tightly and

placed in a warm place in the house. Because it is still relatively cold, I covered my pot with

blankets and left it near the heater. The fermentation process is done once the liquid has

reached the same level as the rice. I waited around 2 days for it to finish fermenting. The best

way to know if the process is done yet is to taste test using a clean spoon to avoid cross

contamination. When I first opened the lid, it smelled strongly of rice wine, which is a good sign.

It didn't taste too sweet, which meant it needed a little more time to ferment. I let it sit out for

another 12 hours and this was the perfect amount. I immediately transferred it into an airtight

container and moved it to the fridge to stop the fermentation process.



The next day, I mixed some jiuniang with glutinous rice balls filled with sesame paste and it

tasted really good! I was honestly surprised at how easy it was to ferment food and create jiu

niang myself for the first time as it was something I had always seen my mom do, but never

thought I would be able to do it myself. I think the idea of leaving food out for days has always

made me think that it would spoil or mold, so for it to be a required process for fermentation was

actually really intriguing. It's really cool to see how bacteria and yeast is able to work itself to

create amazing tasting food!



After doing some research, I realized that a lot of the foods I eat are created from a fermentation

process. This includes soy sauce, vinegar, and red rice. Soy sauce is one of the most widely

used condiments in asian cuisine, and it was first mentioned in writing in 500 B.C. Traditional

methods of creating this include a complicated process of starting at 10AM in the morning, from

which the mixture is then transferred into a "warm-house", which are specific constructions

made to face south. The making of this usually starts every February 18th according to the lunar

calendar, when the weather is normally cold. To compensate for weather, opening and closing

windows and doors will adjust the temperature levels. The process will not finish until summer.

After reading about how complicated it was to create such an essential ingredient, it made me

appreciate how far the modernized process has come, as well as how difficult it must have been

for people in the past to create soy sauce.
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WEEK 4: Food Waste & Environmentalism

The mind map that I brainstormed shows how a lot of my research interests lay in food, health,

and environmentalism. I decided to learn more about sustainable food for this week's blog post.

There are many farms that aim to use less fossil fuel, produce fewer greenhouse gasses, and

depend more on human labor rather than chemicals and energy-intensive technology. These

farms not only encourage biodiversity, but they also conserve water resources and build healthy

soil through composting. Less animals are also kept and routinely rotated so that there are not

more animals present than what the land can support, thus minimizing the impact on the land

use. As consumers, we can play our role by being conscious of the foods we buy and where

they are sourced from. Businesses can easily have a greener thumb by using locally grown

ingredients, energy-saving production practices, and waste-free packaging. Even by reducing

the amount of plastics used is already a step towards the right direction.

For the past 30 years, American agricultural policies have been focusing on providing large

amounts of inexpensive calories to meet the high demand for cheap food, with two of the

biggest crops being corn and soy. However, by growing just one crop consistently, known as

monoculture, this depletes the soil and forces farmers to use even more pesticides and

fertilizers. Without introducing a variety of crops into the soil, the environment becomes

overused and quickly falls in its ability to create good produce. Chemicals such as pesticides

and fertilizers are known to have drastic effects on wildlife and water, with an ever-expanding



"dead zone" in the Gulf of Mexico, spanning over 8,000 square miles, where no fish or wildlife

can survive.

Another issue that surrounds our food consumption is America's food waste problem. Roughly

40% of America's food goes to waste, with it weighing out to be 125 to 160 billion pounds of

food. This waste also contributes to an unnecessary overproduction of food that wastes water

and farmland. By consciously reducing the amount of food we trash and turning it to compost,

this can be a step towards the right direction. Retailers can also do much more in reducing their

food waste print. Food discarded by retailers due to color or appearance can be instead sold at

a cheaper price, or donated to shelters and food banks. Instead of preparing big meals at home,

families can also reduce their food waste by making only enough for what they can eat.

Although this will take more time and effort, collective awareness and action will help reduce

humans' detrimental impacts towards the earth.



For my midterm, I think it would be really fun to combine my love of art with cooking. I've seen a

lot of ways that bakers incorporate vegetables to create illustrative designs within their

cakes/breads, so that is something I have been thinking about. For a larger scale project, I think

it will be interesting to create a series that highlights the parts of foods that people waste the

most, such as bread crust, pizza crust, broccoli stalks, and more.
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WEEK 5: Hox Zodiac & The 5 Elements
This past Tuesday was the Lunar New Year and I was really excited to be able to attend the Hox

Zodiac event for class. It was cool to see how the participants called in from all over the world

and were all from a diverse group of backgrounds. I loved hearing how each person was able to

bring elements of their own culture into celebrating Lunar New Year through introducing their

own dishes and traditions. Although this holiday originates from Asia, it was great seeing people

from many other continents participating in this day.

According to mythology, the twelve animals of the Chinese zodiac were chosen based on the 12

winners of a race in which all the animals had to cross a rapid current river. The rat and cat were

two of the worst swimmers and were both surely going to drown, but they were smart and

hopped on the back of an ox. However, as the story goes, the rat became too excited and

pushed the cat into the river, which is the reason why cats have forever hated rats since that

day. When the rat and ox made it to shore, the rat jumped in front of the ox and came first. This

is why the rat is the first animal of the 12 zodiacs, with the ox following second. Chinese zodiacs

have had great influence on Chinese culture and philosophy. When combined with the principles

of yin and yang and the five elements, these have had a huge influence over people's decisions

and beliefs. Parents choose specific years to give birth to babies as it is believed that the right

combination of animals can give prosperity and good luck to families. One of the most sought

out combinations is the Dragon son. I myself know many "龙龙"s, which is the nickname often

given to boys born in the dragon year.

The five elements of the Chinese zodiac are metal, water, wood, fire, and earth. Each of these

elements have been subjected to large sources of pollution over the years. Since I have already

blogged extensively on water pollution and deforestation, I will be focusing on metal, fire, and



earth in this post. Heavy metals are known to be naturally occurring compounds, but activities

that introduced them in large quantities in different environmental compartments has

compromised the environment's ability to foster life. This occurs due to bioaccumulation in the

food chains as a result of the nondegradable state of the heavy metals. Developed physical and

chemical heavy metal remediation technologies are demanding costs which are not feasible,

time-consuming, and release additional waste to the environment.

In areas particularly in the West US, larger and more intense wildfires are creating the potential

for greater smoke production and chronic exposures in the US. Frequent wildfires increase air

pollution in the surrounding areas and can negatively affect the region's air quality. With effects

ranging from eye and respiratory tract irritation to asthma and reduced lung function, emissions

from wildfires are known to cause increased visits to hospitals by those who are exposed to

smoke.



Land pollution is a major problem around the world. Sources of soil pollution can be direct

(dumpling toxic chemicals directly on a site) or indirect (toxic chemicals seep through the soil

from particulates that have settled from air pollution). Some main causes of soil pollution include

deforestation, agriculture, mining, landfills, as well as urbanization and construction. The

expansion of housing developments, businesses, industry, infrastructure and agriculture all

necessitated by an unprecedented population explosion over recent years accounts for humans

disturbing over 50% of the earth’s topsoil, which clearly cannot lead to anything positive for the

environment.
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WEEK 6: Campus Walk

I really enjoyed being able to take the time out during the day to really spend time appreciating

campus! Rarely do I ever walk around leisurely and being a north campus major, I also rarely

venture down to south campus, so I had a really great experience going into the STEM buildings

and seeing how different student life was for different majors. I actually started my walk with

Patton and Taylor by going to the Anderson School of Management to refill our water bottles

with the business school's high tech Flowater machine, which apparently has a "7x advanced

purification" system. Anderson is one of my most frequently visited places in north campus as its

a really nice place to study and it also serves Starbucks at the cafe! Moving onto the real portion

of our walk, we ventured off to south campus by first trying to find the Atmospheric Oceanic

Sciences room. The map took us to the Engineering Building and we had to ask a couple of

people for help along the way. Walking inside the building was honestly a whole different

experience than what I was used to seeing at Broad. The building was definitely on the older

side and numerous research studies were posted all along the walls.



We walked throughout Boelter Hall for quite a while and eventually ended up at Room 3420

where the first ever Internet signal was sent out. I loved seeing the old computers and imagining

how it must have been to be in this room back in 1969 when the first ever message was sent

out to Stanford.

Our wanderings led us to a research lab, where one of the pHD candidate students graciously

invited us in after he saw us trying to peer inside. It was a super cool experience being inside a

lab and seeing all the fancy scientific instruments that populated the room. He even showed us

a highly fatal chemical that he had bought for the lab -- osmium tetroxide -- which was fatal if

swallowed, inhaled, or made contact with skin.





After we left Boelter, we made our way to the Geology building to visit the Meteorite Gallery. I

loved being able to see all the different sorts of textures and surfaces that the different

meteorites came in. It was also really cool to think about how all these rocks were once floating

in space before they came crashing down on Earth. They were also all found in various

locations around the globe before finding its way to UCLA's Meteorite Gallery.



Our last stop of the day was the Botanical Gardens. We were able to walk through the entire

thing, pretty much to the end where the garden met Hilgard Ave. It was such a nice day to be

taking a walk and I really enjoyed being able to spend so much time in nature. We saw the

turtles in the small stream and also came across some really interesting plants and flowers.



The snippet of the Alien Star Dust recordings that we listened to during class reminded me a lot

of ASMR that I like to listen to when I have difficulty falling asleep. I absolutely love the Alien

Star Dust animations that I found while exploring the meditation tab. It was really mesmerizing

and almost felt like a visual form of meditation after I kept on watching the animation on loop.

The visuals really pulled me in and felt like I was actually part of the immersive world.
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WEEK 7: Space Dust, Kombucha, and Plasma
Part 1: According to Quanta Magazine, roughly 10 particles of space dust lands on each square

meter of Earth every year, with this accumulating to 5,200 tons of interplanetary dust particles

yearly. This means that space dust can be found everywhere, from the streets to inside our

homes. By studying the contents of dust, scientists can learn a lot about the environment in

which the dust belongs in. Cosmic dust, usually made of rock, ice, and minerals, can tell us how

it was formed and how the universe recycles material. This is the case especially for dust made

in space as disks of dust and gas form around new stars and produce planets, moons,

asteroids, and comets. Dust also makes up the rings that surround Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and

Neptune. Because dust particles scatter light, structures like planetary rings make it so that they

are the best visible when it is backlit. This is why Jupiter's rings were only discovered after the

Voyager 1 spacecraft passed by the planet and looked back to see the dusty rings with the sun

illuminated them from behind.

Part 2: This week we had two very eventful classes. On Tuesday, we started off by making our

own kombucha. I've actually never had kombucha before so I wasn't exactly sure of how the

process was like to make it. The tea that we had initially smelled really nice, but it quickly turned

sour after I added in the scoby. The scoby felt like wet flesh and ripping it apart was definitely a

new experience. Afterwards, we split off into groups to look for star dust. Since the weather was

nice, I had a good time being able to walk around with my fellow classmates and scanning the

ground with our magnets. It was really funny when Serena tried to see if a flag post was

magnetic, only for us to realize that it was a little too magnetic when the magnet became stuck

due to the strong magnetic forces. We decided to go to the roof of the Physics and Astronomy

building where the Planetarium is located. Although we didn't have that much luck with finding

anything magnetic, we realized that the best place to find dust was in the drier areas near

doormats and corner cracks. It was really cool seeing the larger clumps of dust follow the

magnet around.



On Thursday we walked to the Plasma lab. It was definitely a trek as we literally crossed the

entirety of campus and Westwood to arrive at the lab. Prior to this day, the only thing I knew

about plasma was that it is often considered as the fourth state of matter, with solids, liquids,

and gas. It's a superheated matter, meaning that it is so hot that the electrons are ripped away

from the atoms forming an ionized gas. Comprising over 99% of the visible universe, it's found

in stars, nebulas, and auroras such as the Northern Lights. It was so cool being able to go

inside the plasma lab and seeing the giant magnets that form the alien, tubular machine that

occupied the entire room. There were so many different machines and tools being used in a

niche area of research and it was such an eye-opening experience to see something so different

from what my areas of studies are.
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WEEK 8: Microscopes
I'm really glad that we were able to go into the CNSI lab this week because every time I pass by

it during my walk to south campus, I always wonder what goes on inside the building. This week

we looked at giant microscopes that is used to analyze very small atom molecules. The actual

scanning device is actually really small, no bigger than maybe 2x2 inches. I found it really

interesting how complex and massive the machine was considering the thing it is analyzing is

super extremely small.

The tin foil used to insulate the machine really created an interesting look for the whole

contraption. I later on learned that these were actually Scanning Tunneling Microscopes (STM),

which is used for imaging surfaces at the atomic level. First invented in 1981 at IBM Zurich, its

development earned its inventors the Nobel Prize in Physics. It works by moving a probe tip

over a surface. The tip is extremely sharp at only one to two atoms wide. Without the use of

electron beams or light, it has allowed researchers to map a surface atom by atom with

ultra-high resolution. The CNSI lab also contains a room where there are machines open for the

public to do as long as they have gone through the right trainings. A fun fact is that because the

microscopes are so sensitive to any sort of sound wave pollution that may disrupt the scanning

results, the lab is placed at the very lowest floor of the building (3 floors underground!) and on

top of 20 feet of concrete.



I am working with Taylor and Patton for the final project. Our initial idea was to create SCOBY

fabric and incorporate it with fashion, such as through SCOBY leather in sneakers. However,

after some brainstorming, we decided to create something with a SCOBY that was inspired by

Kanye's most recent show from 2/22 which showcased his heartbeat beating while viewers were

waiting for the show to start. Our idea is that we will connect the SCOBY with some sort of

device that will mimic heart palpitations. This way, the SCOBY is given real-life qualities in an

almost creepy sort of way. We are also planning on playing with lighting and reflections to see

how it will react with the palpitations in such a way that the water will have ripples that will reflect

light. Our goal is to create something uncomfortable for the viewer to watch by giving life to the

SCOBY.



Although our idea is not completely fleshed out yet, we are currently thinking about

programming an Arduino to mimic heart beats, which we will then waterproof in a plastic bag.

Since the SCOBY will float if we just leave it on the water, we are going to elevate it in the

bucket using a bowl. The entire thing should be a bowl + Arduino + SCOBY sandwich. I will be

using my sunset lamp to provide lighting and hopefully we can have some fun playing around

with shadows and different lighting colors to set a certain mood.
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WEEK 9: Connections & Final Project Proposal

Part 1: I decided to expand on the diagram that I created back in week 4 with all the new topics

that we have covered since then. One of my favorite parts about this class is how wide the

variety of topics are that we cover every week, and how different each week is from the last. I

added the HOX zodiac and referenced the 5 elements that we learned about during week 5.

These elements connected back to my exploration of environmentalism and plastic pollution in

oceans that I researched about earlier. We started our mini field trips in week 6, which was

when I first stepped into Boelter and saw much of south campus that I had never really delved

into previously. We also got to listen to alien star dust recordings, which I was able to connect to

the following week during which we went around campus again to look for star dust with our

magnets. I really enjoyed that day because I had never been to the Planetarium before. It was

also really fun to see all the magnetic dust collect together in the Petri dishes and watch them

follow the magnet around, almost as if they were dancing. Week 7 was definitely one of our

most eventful weeks as during the same week, we took a trip down to the Plasma Lab, which

contained giant magnetic tubes to contain the plasma in. It was super cool to see the

connections that magnets brought between small particles, such as dust, and almost

inconceivable things, such as plasma. We also made kombucha that week, which is currently

still sitting on my table shelf. I was able to connect the SCOBY with the fermentation that we

learned about during the week we made bread. Last week we took another trip to the CNSI lab,

which was something else I enjoyed as we were able to tour super large microscopes that

scanned super small atoms. I was able to connect all these past 3 weeks together through



some sort of connection, which is what I believe really defines the diversity of material that I've

learned in this class.

Part 2: Patton, Taylor, and I have decided to come together to create a SCOBY installation video

piece for our final project. Our inspiration is based largely on Kanye's recent show, where his

heartbeat was displayed and projected to all of his fans. We thought it would be interesting to

explore the connections that could be made through giving the SCOBY the essence of what

makes humans human -- a heart beat. Although the SCOBY is a living thing, it's not exactly

seen as "alive". Humans often have a hard time really seeing the "aliveness" of objects that do

not have the same "life" elements as humans or animals do.

Through our project, we want to challenge this idea and provide a space where viewers

question what it really means to be a living thing, and how their perceptions towards

"non-human-like" living things can change. The base of our project is an Arduino, which we will

use to create a sort of heart-beat-like thumping in a giant SCOBY piece. The entire contraption

will be placed in a tub of water so that the SCOBY will be floating at the brim. We are hoping

that the movements of the Arduino will also trigger waves in the water through the sound waves.

The final product will be a 1-2 minute edited video that incorporates all of our elements. Patton

is in charge with the Arduino and is the overall conceptual engineer. Taylor will focus on the

post-production video editing as well as the creation of some graphic aid. I will be tasked with

the production design and will help Taylor with sound design for the final video.
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